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 DISC ONE   77’20”
 SIR CHARLES VILLIERS STANFORD (1852-1924)
1-3
 1st Movement: Allegro moderato  15’39”
 2nd Movement: Adagio molto  11’32”
 3rd Movement: Allegro molto  10’19”
 Malcolm Binns, piano
 London Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Nicholas Braithwaite
 From SRCD219 ADD c 1985

 GERALD FINZI (1901-1956)
4

Peter Katin, piano
 New Philharmonia Orchestra, conducted by Vernon Handley
 From SRCD239 ADD c 1977

 JOHN FOULDS (1880-1939)
5-7

1st Movement: Dynamic Mode  9’47”
 2nd Movement: Dynamic Timbre  12’44”
 3rd Movement: Dynamic Rhythm  6’43”
 Howard Shelley, piano
 Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by Vernon Handley
 From SRCD211 DDD c 1984
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The following Scherzo falls into four parts: a fluent and ascending melody; an oppressive
dance in 10/6; a return to the first section and finally the culmination of the movement where
all the previous material collides and reaches a violent apotheosis.  Of considerable metrical
intricacy, this movement derives harmonically and melodically from a four-note motif.
Marked , the slow movement is a set of variations which unfolds in a
flowing 3/2 time. Inward-looking, this is the concerto’s emotional core, its wistful opening

 for piano establishing a mood of restrained lamentation whilst the shattering brass
motifs introduce a more agonized form of grief, close to raging despair.  The cadenza brings
some measure of peace.
In the extrovert  Finale, the first movement’s orchestration and metres are
recalled and the soloist goads the orchestra, with its ebullience restored, towards ever-greater
feats of rhythmical dexterity.  This typically exultant finale, in modified rondo form, re-
affirms the concerto’s tonal centre of E flat.
Though technically brilliant, it is the concerto’s unabashed lyricism that makes the most
abiding impression.  In its anguished beauty, the slow movement’s haunting theme may
remind listeners of the ‘big tune’ in Malcolm Arnold’s Fifth Symphony of 1961, of which that
composer commented, ‘We all, in great emotional crises, express ourselves in the simplest of
clichés’.2 The emotional power of these composers’ melodic invention, set resolutely within
a modernist context, remains viscerally moving more than fifty years later.

© 2014 PAUL CONWAY

NOTES IN THE TEXT
1 Specifically the Russian master’s broodingly lyrical Second Piano Concerto, also in C minor,
which Stanford had conducted at the 1910 Leeds Festival (with Rachmaninov himself as soloist)
shortly before he began his own composition in similar vein.
2 In a letter quoted in John S. Weissmann’s note for the symphony’s London premiere.

c 2014 The copyright in these sound recordings is owned by Lyrita Recorded Edition, England
©  2014 Lyrita Recorded Edition. Lyrita is a registered trade mark, England.
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by Wyastone Estate Ltd, PO Box 87, Monmouth, NP25 3WX, UK
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dissonance.  The soloist then introduces a more expressive idea in dialogue with subdued
woodwind.  Together with the prefatory orchestral statement, this idea furnishes most of the
remaining substance of this opening , whilst the piano’s octave flourishes contribute
momentum.
Following without a break, the  begins with solo instrument and orchestra in low
register, the piano in rapid octaves again, this time in writhing semiquavers, combined with
tautly syncopated wind phrases punctuated by percussion.  This ominous-sounding,
subterranean activity eventually reaches a massive central climax on the orchestra, with
thundered rhythms supplemented by high trills, before the music returns, via a
characteristically palindromic scheme, to its origins.
Trills are also a feature of the nocturnal  slow movement, as woodwind and piano
decorate each other’s gentle lines.  More vigorous strands, including a spiky five-note figure
generate a climax, in the aftermath of which the piano leads the way to a serene ending.
Wind and percussion dominate the opening of the  finale.  However, the movement’s
main thrust is provided by the explosive energy of the solo part, which spurs the concerto on
to a brilliant conclusion.

Australian-born  (1931-2003) was, like his contemporaries
Richard Rodney Bennett and John McCabe, a fine pianist as well as a composer, and during
the first of his five decades in Britain, he concentrated his creative energies on writing music
he could play himself, producing a number of solo and concertante works for piano and organ.
His (1962) was written for the Australian Broadcasting Commission
and first performed in Australia in June 1964 by John Ogden, with the Sydney Symphony
Orchestra under Joseph Post.  The longest and most involved of the four Williamson piano
concertos, it is cast in four movements because the composer wished to avoid
figurations in the outer movements and needed an effective counterweight to the extended
slow movement.
The opening  begins with the chordal main theme on solo piano over accompanying
horns and strings. The song-like secondary idea, a reconstructed version of the first subject,
is heard on clarinet, then piano and finally divided amongst the orchestra. This movement is
entitled ‘Toccata’ owing to the diversity of touch required of the pianist and also because of
the driving rhythms which permeate it.
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 DISC TWO   75’23”
 FRANK BRIDGE (1879-1941)
1-4
 Allegro moderato - poco piu lento  5’24”
 - Allegro moderato   6’07”
 - Andante molto moderato  8’46”
 - Allegro moderato   7’07”

Peter Wallfisch, piano
 London Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by Nicholas Braithwaite
 From SRCD211 ADD c 1977

 RALPH VAUGHAN WILLIAMS (1872-1958)
5-7

1st Movement: Toccata (Allegro moderato)  6’49”
 - 2nd Movement: Romanza (Lento)  9’26”
 - 3rd Movement: Fuga Chromatica con Finale all Tedesca  11’27”
 Howard Shelley, piano
 Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by Vernon Handley
 From SRCD211 DDD c 1984

 ALAN RAWSTHORNE (1905-1971)
8-10

1st Movement: Capriccio (Allegro molto)  7’50”
 2nd Movement: Chaconne (Andante con moto)  6’26”
 3rd Movement: Tarantella (Vivace)  5’56”
 Malcolm Binns, piano
 London Symphony Orchestra, conducted by Nicholas Braithwaite
 From SRCD255 ADD c 1979
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 DISC THREE   75’12”
 CYRIL SCOTT (1879-1970)
1 )
 John Ogdon, piano
 London Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by Bernard Herrmann
 From SRCD251 ADD c 1977

 JOHN IRELAND (1879-1962)
2
 Eric Parkin, piano
 London Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by Sir Adrian Boult
 From SRCD241 ADD c 1968

 WILLIAM BUSCH (1901-1945)
3-5

1st Movement: Allegro   11’54”
 2nd Movement: Allegretto Tranquillo   5’34”
 - 3rd Movement: Allegro non troppo  10’54”
 Raphael Wallfisch, cello
 Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by Vernon Handley
 From SRCD320 DDD c 2007

 E J MOERAN (1894-1950)
6
 John McCabe, piano
 New Philharmonia Orchestra, conducted by Nicholas Braithwaite
 From SRCD248 ADD c 1977
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the bluesy second subject is introduced by the soloist, who also presents a third idea in the
form of an extended theme, initially in octaves, accompanied by quietly sustained orchestral
harmonies.   In the development section, a  episode is restricted to previously heard
motifs.  After a headlong descent from the piano, the modified recapitulation is launched by
a forthright version of the first subject.  Previous ideas are suggested rather than restated
literally, and the second subject is divested of its blues inflection.  After a cadenza for piano,
a short coda transforms the first theme into a flowing 12/8  and concludes with the
third theme as a heroic flourish.
A chaste  in 6/8 time begins with an expansive, lyrical theme on the piano, doubled
at the octave, accompanied by muted strings.  A recurrence of this melody in the strings under
piano figuration leads to a new theme in the piano.  Rapid arpeggios and scales provoke a
climax, in the aftermath of which the unalloyed serenity of the opening returns, with
fragments of the original melody bringing the movement to a close.
Direct and tuneful, the finale is launched by the piano with a jaunty main subject.  This is
restated by the orchestra, with additional comments, the piano contributing some virtuosic
passages.  There follows a softer second subject, heard first on strings, which is then taken up
by the whole orchestra.   The eventful development section focuses on both subjects in turn.
Following a final variation of the secondary material, now in the piano, there is a powerful
climax.  After a pause, the pithy coda, which consists of rapid figuration, is as elegant and
pointed as the rest of the concerto.

The first of three distinctive contributions to the medium, the  (1960)
by  (1929-2008) was commissioned by the Wind Music Society.  It
was first performed in London on 22 February 1960 by Valerie Tryon and the Polyphonia
Orchestra conducted by Bryan Fairfax and made its Proms debut with the same soloist
accompanied by the BBC Symphony Orchestra under Maurice Miles on 10 August 1960.  In
four movements, it is scored for the woodwind and brass of a large symphony orchestra, plus
timpani, a substantial percussion section and celesta.  Though these combined forces create
sonorities of impressive heft, the composer is prudent in his deployment of .  In the
absence of the strings, the soloist is often given expressive, melodic phrases, into addition to
more flamboyant and vigorous passage-work.
The orchestra begins with a strident fanfare-like motif heightened by trills, after which the
piano enters with a bravura sequence in syncopated octaves culminating in a savage orchestral
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cumulative and may be grouped into larger units so that slower sections are contrasted with
more vigorous and brilliant statements.  Several are scored for piano alone, forming a series
of laconic cadenzas linking the broader paragraphs.   Tonality is somewhat ambiguous, a
point rammed home in the closing  cadence which sours F major with a preceding G flat
reminiscent of the closing gesture of Schubert’s C major String Quintet, D956.  Busch’s
variation format ensures that this finale’s virtuosity never distracts from its imposing
structural cohesion.

Uniquely among his series of four  (three named examples and one unaccredited
prototype - ), the , by
(1894-1950) is a concertante piece for piano and orchestra.  This scoring was the result of a
suggestion, made some years earlier, from Arnold Bax that Moeran should write a work for
Harriet Cohen to play.  Cohen, the dedicatee, gave the first performance, with BBC
Symphony Orchestra under Sir Adrian Boult, at a Promenade Concert at the Royal Albert
Hall in August 1943.
Cast in one movement divided into three main sections, the  is unashamedly
popular in style.  The omission of an introductory paragraph is the first indication that this is
one of the composer’s most tightly-knit works, its basic material derived from three inter-
related themes. The outer sections have the character of a lively waltz, whilst the central
episode conveys a nostalgic, introspective mood typical of Moeran.  All three ideas are
developed and varied throughout the course of the piece which ends in a brilliant coda
calculated to rouse a Prom audience to cheers.

The  (1948) of  (1903-1989)
was written for Colin Horsley who premiered it at the Proms in the Royal Albert Hall on 31
August 1948 with the London Symphony Orchestra under Basil Cameron.  Horsley, whose
dedication to Berkeley’s music was unswerving, played the concerto some thirty times by his
own reckoning, but never set it down on disc - the earliest recording is the one featured here.
Without preamble, the first movement presents its main theme, a syncopated rising and falling
melody played by woodwind over a sustained chord in the violins and violas, which is
repeated by the solo piano just after its dramatic first entry, and later briefly restated by full
orchestra.    Chief among the assorted succeeding figures is a dotted motif announced by the
oboe and falling fifths in the bass which assumes importance later.  After a march-like episode,
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 DISC FOUR   77’34”
 LENNOX BERKELEY (1903-1989)
1-3

1st Movement: Allegro moderato  11’46”
 2nd Movement: Andante  7’53”
 3rd Movement: Vivace  6’32”
 David Wilde, piano
 New Philharmonia Orchestra, conducted by Nicholas Braithwaite
 From SRCD250 ADD c 1978

 ALUN HODDINOTT (1929-2008)
4-7

1st Movement: Moderato  5’25”
 2nd Movement: Presto  4’40”
 3rd Movement: Lento  4’06”
 4th Movement: Allegro  4’54”
 Philip Fowke, piano
 Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by Barry Wordsworth
 From SRCD330 DDD c 2007

 MALCOLM WILLIAMSON (1931-2003)
8-11

1st Movement: Allegro (Toccata)  7’33”
 2nd Movement: Allegro (Allegretto) (Scherzo)  6’29”
 3rd Movement: Molto largo e cantando  13’19”
 4th Movement: Ben Allegro  4’52”
 Malcolm Williamson, piano
 London Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by Leonard Dommett
 From SRCD280 ADD c 1975
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(1852-1924) wrote his
in July 1911.  It was premiered by pianist Harold Bauer on 3 June 1915 in America,

at the Music Festival at Norfolk, Connecticut.  The first UK performance took place on 7
December 1916 at Bournemouth with soloist Benno Moiseiwitsch.
In the opening  the horns give out a rising, fanfare-like figure: the
movement’s main subject and the concerto’s motto-theme.    An imposing initial paragraph
is followed, after a transition, by a  melody played by the pianist over gently rocking
triplets.  In the development section, where titanic clashes between soloist and the orchestra
at full strength are customarily staged, Stanford refines the texture down to solo cello, two
clarinets and piano, communing together on previously heard material.  Launched over a
dominant pedal, the recapitulation is significantly foreshortened.  An orchestral interposition
re-establishes the home key before an emphatic coda.
The beautiful  presents an elegant theme of heartfelt simplicity for piano,
supported by gently arpeggiated chords, and echoed at the end of each phrase by cellos.  A
swifter central episode leads to a decorative, cadenza-like passage with gossamer tracery for
the soloist.  The richly scored recapitulation is heralded by the main theme’s reappearance
quietly on the trumpet.  Elements from the movement’s key ideas are united in the poised
and lingering coda.
If Rachmaninov1 has influenced much of this score, the closing ’s substantial
and vigorous principal melody is pure Stanford.  It is rendered in full three times: twice by
the soloist, and lastly on the full orchestra, driven by pounding timpani.  Creating a quasi-
rondo design, there are two contrasting sections, of which the first, expressive and tranquil,
is a fresh idea, the second a variant of the ’s opening melody.  In the trenchant C major
ending, facets of the concerto’s motto-theme and the finale’s dominant tune are heard
together.

 for piano and strings by  (1901-1956) was originally intended as
the slow movement of a subsequently discarded concerto begun in 1927.  Finzi continued to
work on it until 1953 and was ultimately content for the single movement to stand on its own.
Unperformed during his lifetime, it was premiered on 27 January 1957 by Kathleen Long and
the Kalmar Orchestra under John Russell at a Finzi memorial concert at the Victoria and
Albert Museum.  is predominantly lyrical and unfolds with an assurance and
equanimity entirely characteristic of this composer’s slow movements.
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its parting reference to the opening mournful horn solo, now on bassoon, before the
evanescent ending.  The contrasting middle section is based on a vision: having climbed up

‘Lepers’ Way’ and stopped for a picnic, Ireland became dimly aware of a group of children
dancing in front of him – this occurrence is evoked in the music by a graceful dance-like tune
on the horns, subsequently taken up by woodwinds, and then piano with dabs of triangle and
tambourine.  Initially Ireland assumed these children were real, but he realised they were
completely silent.  Then he observed their archaic, white clothing.  He glanced away.  When
he looked back they had vanished.  Ireland wrote an account of this supernatural encounter
in a letter to the Welsh writer Arthur Machen, whose books on the occult Ireland had long
admired.  Machen, to whom  is dedicated, replied on a cryptic postcard, ‘Oh, so

 seen them too’.

The  by  (1901-1945) was written during
1937-38 and premiered on 6 January 1939 by the composer with the BBC Concert Orchestra
under Clarence Raybould. The bravura solo part was clearly created by an accomplished
pianist, although the work is not ostentatious.
Marked , the first movement begins with gruff preliminary piano figurations before the
violins introduce a noble and clear-cut main subject that develops canonically and provides
the material for the rest of the movement, including a more relaxed secondary theme,
introduced by the oboe.  Placed centrally, the cadenza begins softly, but gains in intensity and
vehemence as it evolves, ushering in an expansive treatment of the second subject.  After a
similarly grand version of the first subject, there is a brief  coda, topped off by a piano
flourish, which exploits the main theme’s fanfare-like properties.
In A minor, the Intermezzo-like  central movement has an open-air,
pastoral feeling and is in simple ternary form.  A flowing, stepwise theme is introduced on
oboe, answered by piano, lightly accompanied by  strings.  There is a short
transitional passage leading to the beguiling central idea in siciliana rhythm and introduced
by the strings with clarinet interjections.  This is explored at some length before the oboe
restates its original theme nonchalantly as if the entire intervening episode had been but a
dream.  However, the halting closing bars remind us again briefly of the central material
before the finale bursts in.
The closing movement is a tautly constructed set of 32 sharply-etched variations on an
angular theme announced in plain octaves by the piano. These variants are curt and
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Though the luminosity and poise of the preceding beautifully etched processional lingers in
the memory, Rawsthorne strives to displace it with one of his most infectious and diverting
finales.  This romp has a rondo-like character and the title, , captures its teasing,
up-beat character, proceeding at a breakneck speed almost until the closing pages.  Then the
high spirits are checked by a limpid idea on the piano, taken up by the orchestra.  The latter
reinstitutes the movement’s chief rhythm, but now with an ominous undertone, and as the
music builds to a crescendo, the brass render stridently a phrase from the Italian leftist song

, associated with the Republican side in the Spanish civil war, evidencing
Rawsthorne’s early political involvement.  This outburst, far from signalling a triumphant
peroration, fractures the hitherto vibrant textures into isolated scraps of phrases and rhythms
from the principal tune, leading to an unexpectedly throwaway ending, an audacious final
touch in a concerto of immense charm and flair.

 (1879-1970) wrote his single-movement , a ‘Poem for
Piano and Orchestra’ based on the traditional air, in 1930-31 and revised it in 1962.  He
ensures the melody is never stated in its entirety and this subtle, allusive quality extends to
the work’s overall character.
Daybreak on a misty summer morning is evoked in the burgeoning orchestral opening in
which thematic fragments coalesce.  There follows a piano solo consisting of arpeggios
succeeded by cascading figurations redolent of birdsong.  These two elements are restated in
varied form before the oboe introduces a modified but instantly recognisable version of

, marked ‘a little lingeringly’.  Now that the principal theme has been cited,
piano and orchestra unite in a number of deftly scored variants, including, at the work’s
epicentre, a short-lived passage of nervous intensity scored for restless, crabbed piano triplets
underpinned by a side-drum roll.  The prevailing mood, however, is one of untroubled joy
and, after a return of the material from the preamble, the  closes peacefully, still bathed
in that anticipatory glow of first light with which it began.

, for piano and orchestra (1933) by  (1879-1962) was premiered
by pianist Helen Parkin at Queen’s Hall in January 1934.  Dark and brooding, it depicts the
West Sussex Downs near Harrow Hill, site of a medieval lepers’ colony. ‘Lepers’ Way’, the
steep, rough path to the local church from the colony, is invoked in ’s  eerie
introduction with its archaic modal harmonies and in the baleful, death-haunted coda with
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 (1880-1939) wrote his  for piano and orchestra while
he was living in Paris.  Completed in July 1929, it was first performed in Edinburgh on 15
October 1931 by the pianist Frank Merrick with the Reid Orchestra conducted by Sir Donald
Tovey.  Though voraciously eclectic, it has a powerfully individual, impulsive character.
Bold and dramatic, the opening ‘Dynamic Mode’, is a toccata-like structure based on the
seven-note mode (derived from the pitches D, E sharp, F sharp, G, A, B sharp, C sharp),
outlined by the piano in a fiery solo just after the opening and preceding the arrival of the
distinctive main theme.  This movement is in compact sonata form, with a first subject
marked , a second marked  and a cadenza acting as deferred
development section, whilst the tumultuous coda is founded upon the first subject and
introductory modal flourish.
Beginning with an evocative, scene-setting episode with string harmonics and muted brass,
the second movement, ‘Dynamic Timbre’, proceeds by contrasting the piano’s beautiful,
intimate main theme with the orchestra’s variegated instrumental colours, most notably a
recurring passage featuring murmuring, plunging quarter tones in the lower strings.  Foulds
creates a dazzling array of timbres from his instrumental forces, building up to a climax of
awe-inspiring grandeur before the music dies away in the kaleidoscopic colours of the piano’s
quiet cluster-harmonies.

‘Dynamic Rhythm’ is another brilliant toccata-like conception, in loose rondo form, based on
an insistent additive rhythm – 2/4 plus 3/4 plus 4/4 – which permeates this finale, even when
concealed by other time signatures, becoming at one point a waltz, at another a march.  It
triggers an uproarious climax, anchored in cavernous trombone pedal notes.  After a pregnant
silence in which the conductor is instructed to continue beating, the brilliant coda
incorporates the movement’s chief ideas in a crowning gesture of bravura display.

Premiered at the BBC British Music Festival at the Queen’s Hall by Kathleen Long in
January 1934,  for piano and orchestra (1931) by  (1879-1941)
conjures up a world of dreams, spectres and passing apparitions.  Its single span is divided
into four easily identifiable portions.  In the prefatory section, an unsettled, shadowy
character is established as two related ideas are glimpsed which furnish the thematic and
harmonic material for the rest of the work.  The piano ruminates on these ideas, teasing them
into a more fully realized melodic form.   The ensuing main  contains a key theme on
bassoon in the form of a dark and ungainly martial invention.  Two waltzes are discernible,
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the first bathed in half-lights, the elegant second more corporeal.  Developing the
introduction’s material as well as presenting a fresh, chant-like idea, the succeeding
has an elegiac air which intensifies as the music unfolds.  In the concluding passage,
announced by clattering timpani and clarinets, the reprise of the bassoon theme is combined
with an inexorable, one-note timpani  which generates a final destructive climax,
returning the music to ectoplasmic figures fliting around a desolate, barren soundscape.
In  Bridge presents a tenebrous landscape of the mind.  There is beauty amid the
unknown terrors but the enduring impression is one of apprehension and an acute sense of
the uncanny, as encountered in a short story by Bridge’s contemporary, the master of
supernatural tales, M. R. James.

The  (1930) by (1872-1958) integrates
an astonishing variety of disparate ingredients within a modest timespan.  Premiered on 1
February 1933 by Harriet Cohen with Sir Adrian Boult and the BBC Symphony Orchestra,
it was admired by Bartók, among others, but until recent recordings, including the pioneering
example presented here, demonstrated the validity (and indeed supremacy) of Vaughan
Williams’ original conception, the score was most frequently encountered in the 1946 version
for two pianos and orchestra made by Joseph Cooper in collaboration with the composer.
The Piano Concerto’s abstract neo-classicism allies it to the Violin Concerto (originally
entitled ‘Concerto Accademico’) of 1925, but its soundworld, embracing ardour and
astringency, is strongly related to  and more especially the Fourth and Sixth Symphonies.
Garrulous piano semiquavers launch the vigorous and determined opening Toccata, whose
sinewy solo writing reveals the influence of Busoni’s Bach transcriptions.  Forming the
movement’s main material, three key ideas appear in quick succession: a portentous
ascending theme anticipating the opening of the Seventh and Ninth Symphonies; a massively
accentuated sequence of block-chords from the piano; and an impish, folk-like tune first
heard on flutes, clarinets and violas.
A short cadenza passage,  (without bar lines), leads to the second movement, a
visionary  which recalls the composer’s  and  in its
transcendental pastoralism.  Two hypnotically static outer panels frame a romantic central
section graced by a rapturous descending theme introduced by woodwind.  Near the end, the
oboe, echoed by viola, presages the finale’s main theme.
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Without a break, growling trombones mark the arrival of , the first half of
the finale.  This exhilarating fugue builds inexorably to a thunderous climax as thematic
shards pile up over a pedal D precipitating a downward rushing orchestral cascade, prophetic
of the F minor symphony finale.  There follows a substantial solo cadenza, providing the
bridge for the .  Here, the piano gives out a libidinous waltz swiftly taken
up by the orchestra.  After one last gong-capped outburst, another cadenza reintroduces
material from the , and the concerto ends with the main theme of the

 picked out on gentle  strings and a radiantly spaced chord of B major.  The
quiet ending was added in 1946, its gradual release of tension resolving this concerto in an
entirely different state from its worldly beginning and thus looking forward to the Sixth
Symphony’s correspondingly transformative journey.

Typical in its vivacity, coherence, wit and grace, the of
 (1905-1971) exists in two forms: the 1939 original, scored for strings and

percussion, and the later, full orchestral revision first performed in 1942 at a Promenade
concert with Louis Ketner as soloist and the composer on the rostrum.
After an initial call to attention on timpani, the first half of the opening  consists
mainly of brilliant toccata-like material on the piano with occasional orchestral interjections.
At the halfway point, lower strings begin to outline a more lyrical theme which is expanded
by the bassoon, before being assembled, via canonic writing, into a full orchestral statement
and then declaimed by the soloist.  Highly characteristic of the composer in its insouciance,
tonal ambivalence and droll understatement, this tune is eventually superseded by a poetic,
slower episode in which the instrumental forces dwindle mysteriously to a soft cymbal roll,
three violins and muted trumpets before a 6/8  coda propels the movement on to a
thrilling close with considerable élan.
Entitled ‘Chaconne’, suggesting a baroque influence, the haunting central
is gently wistful.  Its theme, heard at the outset, consists of a sequence of eight brass chords
which modulate so that the next restatement starts a semitone higher and the concept of
altering the tonality for each variant is maintained throughout the movement.  In the first
variation, an affecting cello melody is layered over the chaconne chords, and later in the
movement, this theme forms the basis of the piano’s eloquent, filigree lines.  After a climax
of considerable weight, the textures appear to fragment before reassembling for a last deeply
felt cadence.
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Typical in its vivacity, coherence, wit and grace, the of
 (1905-1971) exists in two forms: the 1939 original, scored for strings and

percussion, and the later, full orchestral revision first performed in 1942 at a Promenade
concert with Louis Ketner as soloist and the composer on the rostrum.
After an initial call to attention on timpani, the first half of the opening  consists
mainly of brilliant toccata-like material on the piano with occasional orchestral interjections.
At the halfway point, lower strings begin to outline a more lyrical theme which is expanded
by the bassoon, before being assembled, via canonic writing, into a full orchestral statement
and then declaimed by the soloist.  Highly characteristic of the composer in its insouciance,
tonal ambivalence and droll understatement, this tune is eventually superseded by a poetic,
slower episode in which the instrumental forces dwindle mysteriously to a soft cymbal roll,
three violins and muted trumpets before a 6/8  coda propels the movement on to a
thrilling close with considerable élan.
Entitled ‘Chaconne’, suggesting a baroque influence, the haunting central
is gently wistful.  Its theme, heard at the outset, consists of a sequence of eight brass chords
which modulate so that the next restatement starts a semitone higher and the concept of
altering the tonality for each variant is maintained throughout the movement.  In the first
variation, an affecting cello melody is layered over the chaconne chords, and later in the
movement, this theme forms the basis of the piano’s eloquent, filigree lines.  After a climax
of considerable weight, the textures appear to fragment before reassembling for a last deeply
felt cadence.
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Though the luminosity and poise of the preceding beautifully etched processional lingers in
the memory, Rawsthorne strives to displace it with one of his most infectious and diverting
finales.  This romp has a rondo-like character and the title, , captures its teasing,
up-beat character, proceeding at a breakneck speed almost until the closing pages.  Then the
high spirits are checked by a limpid idea on the piano, taken up by the orchestra.  The latter
reinstitutes the movement’s chief rhythm, but now with an ominous undertone, and as the
music builds to a crescendo, the brass render stridently a phrase from the Italian leftist song

, associated with the Republican side in the Spanish civil war, evidencing
Rawsthorne’s early political involvement.  This outburst, far from signalling a triumphant
peroration, fractures the hitherto vibrant textures into isolated scraps of phrases and rhythms
from the principal tune, leading to an unexpectedly throwaway ending, an audacious final
touch in a concerto of immense charm and flair.

 (1879-1970) wrote his single-movement , a ‘Poem for
Piano and Orchestra’ based on the traditional air, in 1930-31 and revised it in 1962.  He
ensures the melody is never stated in its entirety and this subtle, allusive quality extends to
the work’s overall character.
Daybreak on a misty summer morning is evoked in the burgeoning orchestral opening in
which thematic fragments coalesce.  There follows a piano solo consisting of arpeggios
succeeded by cascading figurations redolent of birdsong.  These two elements are restated in
varied form before the oboe introduces a modified but instantly recognisable version of

, marked ‘a little lingeringly’.  Now that the principal theme has been cited,
piano and orchestra unite in a number of deftly scored variants, including, at the work’s
epicentre, a short-lived passage of nervous intensity scored for restless, crabbed piano triplets
underpinned by a side-drum roll.  The prevailing mood, however, is one of untroubled joy
and, after a return of the material from the preamble, the  closes peacefully, still bathed
in that anticipatory glow of first light with which it began.

, for piano and orchestra (1933) by  (1879-1962) was premiered
by pianist Helen Parkin at Queen’s Hall in January 1934.  Dark and brooding, it depicts the
West Sussex Downs near Harrow Hill, site of a medieval lepers’ colony. ‘Lepers’ Way’, the
steep, rough path to the local church from the colony, is invoked in ’s  eerie
introduction with its archaic modal harmonies and in the baleful, death-haunted coda with

7

 (1880-1939) wrote his  for piano and orchestra while
he was living in Paris.  Completed in July 1929, it was first performed in Edinburgh on 15
October 1931 by the pianist Frank Merrick with the Reid Orchestra conducted by Sir Donald
Tovey.  Though voraciously eclectic, it has a powerfully individual, impulsive character.
Bold and dramatic, the opening ‘Dynamic Mode’, is a toccata-like structure based on the
seven-note mode (derived from the pitches D, E sharp, F sharp, G, A, B sharp, C sharp),
outlined by the piano in a fiery solo just after the opening and preceding the arrival of the
distinctive main theme.  This movement is in compact sonata form, with a first subject
marked , a second marked  and a cadenza acting as deferred
development section, whilst the tumultuous coda is founded upon the first subject and
introductory modal flourish.
Beginning with an evocative, scene-setting episode with string harmonics and muted brass,
the second movement, ‘Dynamic Timbre’, proceeds by contrasting the piano’s beautiful,
intimate main theme with the orchestra’s variegated instrumental colours, most notably a
recurring passage featuring murmuring, plunging quarter tones in the lower strings.  Foulds
creates a dazzling array of timbres from his instrumental forces, building up to a climax of
awe-inspiring grandeur before the music dies away in the kaleidoscopic colours of the piano’s
quiet cluster-harmonies.

‘Dynamic Rhythm’ is another brilliant toccata-like conception, in loose rondo form, based on
an insistent additive rhythm – 2/4 plus 3/4 plus 4/4 – which permeates this finale, even when
concealed by other time signatures, becoming at one point a waltz, at another a march.  It
triggers an uproarious climax, anchored in cavernous trombone pedal notes.  After a pregnant
silence in which the conductor is instructed to continue beating, the brilliant coda
incorporates the movement’s chief ideas in a crowning gesture of bravura display.

Premiered at the BBC British Music Festival at the Queen’s Hall by Kathleen Long in
January 1934,  for piano and orchestra (1931) by  (1879-1941)
conjures up a world of dreams, spectres and passing apparitions.  Its single span is divided
into four easily identifiable portions.  In the prefatory section, an unsettled, shadowy
character is established as two related ideas are glimpsed which furnish the thematic and
harmonic material for the rest of the work.  The piano ruminates on these ideas, teasing them
into a more fully realized melodic form.   The ensuing main  contains a key theme on
bassoon in the form of a dark and ungainly martial invention.  Two waltzes are discernible,
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(1852-1924) wrote his
in July 1911.  It was premiered by pianist Harold Bauer on 3 June 1915 in America,

at the Music Festival at Norfolk, Connecticut.  The first UK performance took place on 7
December 1916 at Bournemouth with soloist Benno Moiseiwitsch.
In the opening  the horns give out a rising, fanfare-like figure: the
movement’s main subject and the concerto’s motto-theme.    An imposing initial paragraph
is followed, after a transition, by a  melody played by the pianist over gently rocking
triplets.  In the development section, where titanic clashes between soloist and the orchestra
at full strength are customarily staged, Stanford refines the texture down to solo cello, two
clarinets and piano, communing together on previously heard material.  Launched over a
dominant pedal, the recapitulation is significantly foreshortened.  An orchestral interposition
re-establishes the home key before an emphatic coda.
The beautiful  presents an elegant theme of heartfelt simplicity for piano,
supported by gently arpeggiated chords, and echoed at the end of each phrase by cellos.  A
swifter central episode leads to a decorative, cadenza-like passage with gossamer tracery for
the soloist.  The richly scored recapitulation is heralded by the main theme’s reappearance
quietly on the trumpet.  Elements from the movement’s key ideas are united in the poised
and lingering coda.
If Rachmaninov1 has influenced much of this score, the closing ’s substantial
and vigorous principal melody is pure Stanford.  It is rendered in full three times: twice by
the soloist, and lastly on the full orchestra, driven by pounding timpani.  Creating a quasi-
rondo design, there are two contrasting sections, of which the first, expressive and tranquil,
is a fresh idea, the second a variant of the ’s opening melody.  In the trenchant C major
ending, facets of the concerto’s motto-theme and the finale’s dominant tune are heard
together.

 for piano and strings by  (1901-1956) was originally intended as
the slow movement of a subsequently discarded concerto begun in 1927.  Finzi continued to
work on it until 1953 and was ultimately content for the single movement to stand on its own.
Unperformed during his lifetime, it was premiered on 27 January 1957 by Kathleen Long and
the Kalmar Orchestra under John Russell at a Finzi memorial concert at the Victoria and
Albert Museum.  is predominantly lyrical and unfolds with an assurance and
equanimity entirely characteristic of this composer’s slow movements.
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its parting reference to the opening mournful horn solo, now on bassoon, before the
evanescent ending.  The contrasting middle section is based on a vision: having climbed up

‘Lepers’ Way’ and stopped for a picnic, Ireland became dimly aware of a group of children
dancing in front of him – this occurrence is evoked in the music by a graceful dance-like tune
on the horns, subsequently taken up by woodwinds, and then piano with dabs of triangle and
tambourine.  Initially Ireland assumed these children were real, but he realised they were
completely silent.  Then he observed their archaic, white clothing.  He glanced away.  When
he looked back they had vanished.  Ireland wrote an account of this supernatural encounter
in a letter to the Welsh writer Arthur Machen, whose books on the occult Ireland had long
admired.  Machen, to whom  is dedicated, replied on a cryptic postcard, ‘Oh, so

 seen them too’.

The  by  (1901-1945) was written during
1937-38 and premiered on 6 January 1939 by the composer with the BBC Concert Orchestra
under Clarence Raybould. The bravura solo part was clearly created by an accomplished
pianist, although the work is not ostentatious.
Marked , the first movement begins with gruff preliminary piano figurations before the
violins introduce a noble and clear-cut main subject that develops canonically and provides
the material for the rest of the movement, including a more relaxed secondary theme,
introduced by the oboe.  Placed centrally, the cadenza begins softly, but gains in intensity and
vehemence as it evolves, ushering in an expansive treatment of the second subject.  After a
similarly grand version of the first subject, there is a brief  coda, topped off by a piano
flourish, which exploits the main theme’s fanfare-like properties.
In A minor, the Intermezzo-like  central movement has an open-air,
pastoral feeling and is in simple ternary form.  A flowing, stepwise theme is introduced on
oboe, answered by piano, lightly accompanied by  strings.  There is a short
transitional passage leading to the beguiling central idea in siciliana rhythm and introduced
by the strings with clarinet interjections.  This is explored at some length before the oboe
restates its original theme nonchalantly as if the entire intervening episode had been but a
dream.  However, the halting closing bars remind us again briefly of the central material
before the finale bursts in.
The closing movement is a tautly constructed set of 32 sharply-etched variations on an
angular theme announced in plain octaves by the piano. These variants are curt and
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cumulative and may be grouped into larger units so that slower sections are contrasted with
more vigorous and brilliant statements.  Several are scored for piano alone, forming a series
of laconic cadenzas linking the broader paragraphs.   Tonality is somewhat ambiguous, a
point rammed home in the closing  cadence which sours F major with a preceding G flat
reminiscent of the closing gesture of Schubert’s C major String Quintet, D956.  Busch’s
variation format ensures that this finale’s virtuosity never distracts from its imposing
structural cohesion.

Uniquely among his series of four  (three named examples and one unaccredited
prototype - ), the , by
(1894-1950) is a concertante piece for piano and orchestra.  This scoring was the result of a
suggestion, made some years earlier, from Arnold Bax that Moeran should write a work for
Harriet Cohen to play.  Cohen, the dedicatee, gave the first performance, with BBC
Symphony Orchestra under Sir Adrian Boult, at a Promenade Concert at the Royal Albert
Hall in August 1943.
Cast in one movement divided into three main sections, the  is unashamedly
popular in style.  The omission of an introductory paragraph is the first indication that this is
one of the composer’s most tightly-knit works, its basic material derived from three inter-
related themes. The outer sections have the character of a lively waltz, whilst the central
episode conveys a nostalgic, introspective mood typical of Moeran.  All three ideas are
developed and varied throughout the course of the piece which ends in a brilliant coda
calculated to rouse a Prom audience to cheers.

The  (1948) of  (1903-1989)
was written for Colin Horsley who premiered it at the Proms in the Royal Albert Hall on 31
August 1948 with the London Symphony Orchestra under Basil Cameron.  Horsley, whose
dedication to Berkeley’s music was unswerving, played the concerto some thirty times by his
own reckoning, but never set it down on disc - the earliest recording is the one featured here.
Without preamble, the first movement presents its main theme, a syncopated rising and falling
melody played by woodwind over a sustained chord in the violins and violas, which is
repeated by the solo piano just after its dramatic first entry, and later briefly restated by full
orchestra.    Chief among the assorted succeeding figures is a dotted motif announced by the
oboe and falling fifths in the bass which assumes importance later.  After a march-like episode,
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the bluesy second subject is introduced by the soloist, who also presents a third idea in the
form of an extended theme, initially in octaves, accompanied by quietly sustained orchestral
harmonies.   In the development section, a  episode is restricted to previously heard
motifs.  After a headlong descent from the piano, the modified recapitulation is launched by
a forthright version of the first subject.  Previous ideas are suggested rather than restated
literally, and the second subject is divested of its blues inflection.  After a cadenza for piano,
a short coda transforms the first theme into a flowing 12/8  and concludes with the
third theme as a heroic flourish.
A chaste  in 6/8 time begins with an expansive, lyrical theme on the piano, doubled
at the octave, accompanied by muted strings.  A recurrence of this melody in the strings under
piano figuration leads to a new theme in the piano.  Rapid arpeggios and scales provoke a
climax, in the aftermath of which the unalloyed serenity of the opening returns, with
fragments of the original melody bringing the movement to a close.
Direct and tuneful, the finale is launched by the piano with a jaunty main subject.  This is
restated by the orchestra, with additional comments, the piano contributing some virtuosic
passages.  There follows a softer second subject, heard first on strings, which is then taken up
by the whole orchestra.   The eventful development section focuses on both subjects in turn.
Following a final variation of the secondary material, now in the piano, there is a powerful
climax.  After a pause, the pithy coda, which consists of rapid figuration, is as elegant and
pointed as the rest of the concerto.

The first of three distinctive contributions to the medium, the  (1960)
by  (1929-2008) was commissioned by the Wind Music Society.  It
was first performed in London on 22 February 1960 by Valerie Tryon and the Polyphonia
Orchestra conducted by Bryan Fairfax and made its Proms debut with the same soloist
accompanied by the BBC Symphony Orchestra under Maurice Miles on 10 August 1960.  In
four movements, it is scored for the woodwind and brass of a large symphony orchestra, plus
timpani, a substantial percussion section and celesta.  Though these combined forces create
sonorities of impressive heft, the composer is prudent in his deployment of .  In the
absence of the strings, the soloist is often given expressive, melodic phrases, into addition to
more flamboyant and vigorous passage-work.
The orchestra begins with a strident fanfare-like motif heightened by trills, after which the
piano enters with a bravura sequence in syncopated octaves culminating in a savage orchestral
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dissonance.  The soloist then introduces a more expressive idea in dialogue with subdued
woodwind.  Together with the prefatory orchestral statement, this idea furnishes most of the
remaining substance of this opening , whilst the piano’s octave flourishes contribute
momentum.
Following without a break, the  begins with solo instrument and orchestra in low
register, the piano in rapid octaves again, this time in writhing semiquavers, combined with
tautly syncopated wind phrases punctuated by percussion.  This ominous-sounding,
subterranean activity eventually reaches a massive central climax on the orchestra, with
thundered rhythms supplemented by high trills, before the music returns, via a
characteristically palindromic scheme, to its origins.
Trills are also a feature of the nocturnal  slow movement, as woodwind and piano
decorate each other’s gentle lines.  More vigorous strands, including a spiky five-note figure
generate a climax, in the aftermath of which the piano leads the way to a serene ending.
Wind and percussion dominate the opening of the  finale.  However, the movement’s
main thrust is provided by the explosive energy of the solo part, which spurs the concerto on
to a brilliant conclusion.

Australian-born  (1931-2003) was, like his contemporaries
Richard Rodney Bennett and John McCabe, a fine pianist as well as a composer, and during
the first of his five decades in Britain, he concentrated his creative energies on writing music
he could play himself, producing a number of solo and concertante works for piano and organ.
His (1962) was written for the Australian Broadcasting Commission
and first performed in Australia in June 1964 by John Ogden, with the Sydney Symphony
Orchestra under Joseph Post.  The longest and most involved of the four Williamson piano
concertos, it is cast in four movements because the composer wished to avoid
figurations in the outer movements and needed an effective counterweight to the extended
slow movement.
The opening  begins with the chordal main theme on solo piano over accompanying
horns and strings. The song-like secondary idea, a reconstructed version of the first subject,
is heard on clarinet, then piano and finally divided amongst the orchestra. This movement is
entitled ‘Toccata’ owing to the diversity of touch required of the pianist and also because of
the driving rhythms which permeate it.
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The following Scherzo falls into four parts: a fluent and ascending melody; an oppressive
dance in 10/6; a return to the first section and finally the culmination of the movement where
all the previous material collides and reaches a violent apotheosis.  Of considerable metrical
intricacy, this movement derives harmonically and melodically from a four-note motif.
Marked , the slow movement is a set of variations which unfolds in a
flowing 3/2 time. Inward-looking, this is the concerto’s emotional core, its wistful opening

 for piano establishing a mood of restrained lamentation whilst the shattering brass
motifs introduce a more agonized form of grief, close to raging despair.  The cadenza brings
some measure of peace.
In the extrovert  Finale, the first movement’s orchestration and metres are
recalled and the soloist goads the orchestra, with its ebullience restored, towards ever-greater
feats of rhythmical dexterity.  This typically exultant finale, in modified rondo form, re-
affirms the concerto’s tonal centre of E flat.
Though technically brilliant, it is the concerto’s unabashed lyricism that makes the most
abiding impression.  In its anguished beauty, the slow movement’s haunting theme may
remind listeners of the ‘big tune’ in Malcolm Arnold’s Fifth Symphony of 1961, of which that
composer commented, ‘We all, in great emotional crises, express ourselves in the simplest of
clichés’.2 The emotional power of these composers’ melodic invention, set resolutely within
a modernist context, remains viscerally moving more than fifty years later.

© 2014 PAUL CONWAY

NOTES IN THE TEXT
1 Specifically the Russian master’s broodingly lyrical Second Piano Concerto, also in C minor,
which Stanford had conducted at the 1910 Leeds Festival (with Rachmaninov himself as soloist)
shortly before he began his own composition in similar vein.
2 In a letter quoted in John S. Weissmann’s note for the symphony’s London premiere.
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